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Overview 

Exterro was founded with the simple vision that applying the concepts of process optimization and data science to 

how companies manage digital information and respond to litigation would drive more successful outcomes at a 

lower cost. We remain committed to this vision today. We deliver a fully integrated Legal GRC platform that enables 

our clients to address their privacy, regulatory, compliance, digital forensics, and litigation risks more effectively and 

at lower costs. We provide software solutions that help some of the world’s largest organizations, law enforcement 

and government agencies work smarter, more efficiently, and support the Rule of Law. 

1 FTK Central Overview and System Specifications 

FTK Central is a one-stop, web-based solution assisting you with eDiscovery and Digital Forensic challenges. Right 

from identifying and collecting data from various data sources to reviewing and evaluating the evidentiary value of 

data. FTK Central provides an integrated approach to aid law enforcement officials, corporate security, and IT 

professionals with the use of Agents and post-incident forensic analysis functionality. 

 

This enables investigations to be conducted quickly and securely over the network and on multiple machines 

simultaneously. This allows analysts to move beyond the typical single-box reactive investigations toward a much 

more efficient, timely and streamlined approach that allows organizations to promptly address employee 

malfeasances, policy violations, and security breaches with analysis 
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1.1 Overview of Components 
 

FTK Central is made up of three separate application components, each of which is installed separately and performs 

a different function. These components include a database, HTML5-based Client User Interface, and the Evidence 

Processing Engine (EP) with the optional Distributed Processing Engine (DPE). FTK Central also utilizes an Agent that 

can be installed on target computers to gather data for investigation. When configuring a system to run FTK Central, 

it is helpful to understand the hardware requirements for each of these components and the impact each of them 

places on the hardware. 

 

• Database – The database is a key component of FTK Central. It stores the processed metadata, performs all 

the queries, sorts, filters, file listings, and other functions requested by the FTK Central UI. FTK Central works 

with MS SQL Server. MS SQL Server should be purchased for users with all usage, needing automated backups 

and for performance installs.  

 

• FTK Central HTML5-based Web Client – The Case Managers primary function is to manage the application, 

such as managing database settings, cases, users, groups, roles, processing engine settings, agent 

configuration settings and other application settings and features.  

 

The HTML5-based Web Client is the primary component of the FTK Central solution, as it facilitates the 

processing and analysis of data for the analyst. At its core is the flagship FTK API, which has been streamlined 

to deliver secure, network-enabled forensic capabilities.  

 

• Evidence Processing Engine (EP) and Distributed Processing Engine (DPE) – The processing engine (or 

distributed processing engine) performs data processing tasks such as the expansion of archives (e.g., .PST ,. 

NSF, and .ZIP files), indexing, de-duplication analysis, file identification, secondary culling and filtering, and 

the creation of production and export sets. 

 

• Agent – A modular application that runs on workstations and servers providing secure forensic-level access, 

analysis, and preservation of static and volatile data. Additionally, it has the ability to resume an interrupted 

collection (computer comes off the network and back on), transport security, bandwidth/resource throttling, 

and Public Site Server support.  
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1.2 General Considerations 

1.2.1 Virtualization and Shared Servers 
Exterro fully supports the use of virtualization as long as the systems in use are configured according to the 

virtualization vendors’ design principles. The support of any implementation which attempts to host one or more 

components on virtualized platforms is subject to the discretion of Exterro. Exterro reserves the right, during the 

troubleshooting of a support issue, to withdraw support on a specific issue if it is found to be induced by virtualization. 

Further information regarding virtualization of Exterro products can be found here. 

 

The support of any implementation which attempts to host the SQL Database component on the same hardware 

platform as other enterprise applications is subject to the discretion of Exterro. Attempts to host the SQL database 

component in the same instance as other enterprise applications will not be supported. Exterro will not support the 

installation of any of FTK Central’s components on any system that hosts a Microsoft Domain Controller.  

Please contact your Exterro technical support representative for further information. 

1.2.2 Service Account 
The FTK Central solution requires the use of a single, dedicated, service account to operate properly. In a multi-server 

installation environment, a domain-level service account is required. The service account must be a local 

administrator with “Logon as Service” and “Interactive Logon” system permissions. The password on the service 

account should not be set to expire at any interval. The service account must be added to the Logins of the SQL 

Instance being used to host the SQL Database component. If the service account password does change, it is the duty 

of the client to update all components which require these details. 

1.2.3 Certificates 
Communications are protected by Secure Socket Layer encryption (SSL), which requires the use of a public certificate 

signed by a trusted certificate authority. Some implementations may require the purchase of a properly configured 

certificate from a commercial Certificate Authority. 

  

https://exterro.freshdesk.com/a/solutions/articles/69000768006
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1.3 Additional Recommendations 

1.3.1 Windows Indexing 
Exterro strongly recommends that the Microsoft Windows Indexing Service be configured to either exclude the 

directories or drives containing case files, database files, temp/log files or disabled entirely. 

1.3.2 Anti-Virus Scanning 
Exterro strongly recommends that any anti-virus or anti-malware software on any each server hosting components 

of FTK Central are configured to disable on-access scanning of the directories or drives containing case files, database 

files, or temp/log files. Additionally, should any full scans be scheduled, they should be monitored to ensure they are 

not interfering with the overall performance of the solution. 

1.3.3 Pagefile Configuration 
Exterro recommends setting both the minimum and maximum sizes of the system pagefile to double the amount of 

RAM on the system. For optimal performance, the pagefile can be moved to a dedicated, low-latency (e.g., RAID0 or 

SSD) disk space that meets the calculated capacity requirements. For further information, please read 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2860880 or contact your AccessData technical support representative for further 

information.    

1.3.4 Firewalls 
Exterro recommends setting firewall rules to ensure non-erroneous functionality. Please refer to 1.4.3 to see a port 
list.   
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1.4 General Hardware Recommendations 
 

The overall performance of Exterro FTK Central is dependent on the hardware employed to host its various 

components. Ideally, all implementations would employ the latest multi-threaded processors, large amounts of 

memory, and arrays of solid-state disc drives. As this is often unrealistic due to budget restrictions, the following 

guidelines have been developed to assist in the creation of cost-effective environments that conform to the differing 

needs of a diverse client base. 

 

Supported Operating Systems: Windows 10, Server 2016 & 2019 

Supported MS SQL Versions: 2016, 2017 & 2019 

 

1.4.1 Processor and Memory 
 

The quality of the processors employed in the implementation environment will have a direct effect on the overall 

performance of Exterro FTK Central. Sites such as cpubenchmark.net can be used to compare the relative 

performance of different processors. Additionally, some components use the number of logical processor cores on a 

system to calculate the total number of threads available to perform certain operations. 

 

Minimum hardware recommendations for some of the components when deployed on their own servers in an 

enterprise environment can be found below in the table below and examples of some common configurations of 

Exterro FTK Central are located in Appendix A. Please contact your Exterro technical support representative for 

further information and assistance. 

 

Minimum Hardware Recommendations: 
 

System Component CPU’s  Memory 
Application Services 4 Logical Cores 16GB RAM 
Processing Engine 8 Logical Cores 16GB RAM 
Site Server 4 Logical Cores 8GB RAM 
SQL Database 8 Logical Cores 32GB RAM 
Web UI 4 Logical Cores 4GB RAM 
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During certain operations, components in Exterro FTK Central can leverage all available processor and memory 

resources available to the host system. Systems with insufficient memory resources can experience bottlenecks as 

certain operations may cause the system to start paging. The presence of any paging on a system will result in an 

associated reduction in the performance of the solution and severe paging—also known as “thrashing”—can lead to 

operational failure.  

 

It is strongly recommended that any system involved in the implementation environment possess at least 2 GB of 

RAM for each logical processor core (e.g., an 8-core system should have at least 16 GB of RAM) to reduce the 

likelihood of paging. Additionally, it is recommended that the system hosting the SQL Database component possess 

at least 4 GB of RAM for each logical processor core (e.g., an 8-core system should have at least 32 GB of RAM). 
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1.4.2 Storage 
 

The storage requirements of Exterro FTK Central are dependent on a number of variables including the number of 

active projects, the volume of data involved in the projects and the workflow of the organization. Both the back-end 

storage hardware being employed and its configuration can greatly affect the overall performance of Exterro FTK 

Central. The table below contains descriptions, characteristics, and recommendations on the various types of storage 

involved in Exterro FTK Central. 

 
Minimum Hardware Requirements: 
 

 Description 
 
Storage Characteristics 
 

Operating 
Systems and 
Applications 

Local disk volume on any system hosting 
one or more components that provides 
storage for the operating system and 
application files.  

The initial space requirements should include 
40GB for the operating system and additional 
space sufficient to accommodate the 
components being hosted. Systems with more 
than 16GB of RAM will require additional space 
to accommodate the system pagefile. This 
storage should be fault-tolerant. 
Recommendation: SSD/NVMe. 

Staged 
Evidence 

File share on either a local disk volume or 
network storage that provides storage for 
data that will be ingested as evidence or 
imported via loadfile (e.g., forensic images, 
native files, TIFF images, PDF images, OCR 
text files, and loadfiles). 

The initial space requirements are dependent on 
the needs of organization, but can be significant. 
This storage should be fault-tolerant with low 
latency, read optimized.  
Recommendation: ⪅3000 IOPS – 300MB/s 
Throughput. 

Case Data 

File share on either a local disk volume or 
network storage that provides storage for 
case-specific data, application-generated 
files, and internally maintained copies of 
specific types of ingested data. 

The initial space requirements for ingested 
evidence is roughly 33% of the space of the 
associated staged evidence and the initial space 
requirements for imported data are 100% of the 
space of the associated staged evidence. 
Additional space will be required to support 
ongoing workflow operations. This storage 
should be fault tolerant with low latency, write 
optimized. Recommendation: ⪅7000 IOPS – 650-
7000MB/s Throughput. 
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 Description 
 
Storage Characteristics 
 

Exported Data 

File share on either a local disk volume or 
network storage that is used as a target for 
exported native files, TIFF images, PDF 
images, and loadfiles. 

Exported data is separate from the associated 
records in a case and can be purged to reduce 
The requirements of this storage space. The 
space requirements and fault tolerance are 
entirely dependent on the organization’s 
workflow.  

SQL Databases 

Local disk volume on the system hosting 
the SQL Database component that 
provides storage for the system and 
application database files. 

The initial space requirements are roughly 33% of 
the space of the associated staged evidence. 
Additional space will be required to support 
ongoing workflow operations. This storage 
should be fault tolerant with low latency and 
should be stored on its own drive.  
Recommendation: RAID 5 or 10 SSD. 

SQL Logs 

Local disk volume on the system hosting 
the SQL Database component that 
provides storage for the system and 
application database log files 

The initial space requirements are dependent on 
the size and number of databases and the 
frequency of database maintenance operations, 
but will be smaller than the space required for 
the SQL Databases. Additional space will be 
required to support ongoing workflow 
operations. This storage should be fault tolerant 
and should be stored on its own drive.  
Recommendation: RAID 1 SSD/NVMe. 

Temp DB 

Local disk volume on the system hosting 
the SQL Database component that 
provides storage for the temporary 
database files. 

The space requirements are dependent on the 
frequency of database maintenance operations. 
The speed of this space is important. This storage 
requires no fault tolerance but should be stored 
on its own drive. 
Recommendation: RAID 0 SSD/NVMe. 

AD/Processing 
Temp 

Local disc volume on any system hosting 
the Processing Engine and Site Server 
components that provides storage for 
ephemeral files generated by the 
Processing Engine and Site Server 
components. 

At least 50GB of space is required, but a 
minimum of 500GB is recommended. The most 
important characteristic of this space is its speed. 
This storage requires no fault tolerance and 
should be stored on its own drive.  
Recommendation: RAID 0 SSD/NVMe. 
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For optimal performance, initial consideration should be given to the seek time, latency, and data transfer rates of 

the storage. High disk activity can be expected during certain operations and is not necessarily indicative of a 

problem. Sustained rates of disk activity above 85% or persistent disc queues over 2 per disk during operations will 

result in a bottleneck effect and a corresponding reduction in the overall performance of the solution. 

 

Note: Sustained periods of high disk use and persistent disk queues can be a symptom of insufficient memory 

resources. Please see the recommendations found in the Processor and Memory section. 

 

Ongoing attention should also be paid to the space utilization and fragmentation of the storage which can themselves 

lead to a decrease in performance. There are a number of different methods by which disc queuing and 

fragmentation issues can be addressed including the use of high-RPM drives, RAID technologies1, or solid-state drives 

(SSD).  

 
ESI Storage Matrix 

Evidence 
Files 

Local, DAS device, or 
file server (SAN/NAS). 

AD1, 
E01, 
Native 

Drive by needs of 
organization. 

⪅3000 IOPS -  
Separate from 
case data. 

Case Data 
(Indexed 
Data) 

Local, DAS device, or 
file server (SAN/NAS). 

IDX, IX 
Roughly 25-30% size of 
processed evidence 
image files. 

⪅7000 IOPS -  
Separate from 
evidence files. 

Metadata of 
Processed 
ESI 

Local to database 
server. 

Various 

Every 1 million items 
require roughly 4-5GB of 
disk space in the 
database. 

NVME, for 
performance. 

 
  

 
1 Exterro recommends a minimum 512MB cache on any RAID controller. 
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1.4.3 Network 
 

Exterro FTK Central is a componentized, web-based platform. Communication between the various components is 

performed over Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) ports as depicted in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: 

 
 
It is important to note that some of the ports listed below are only used to negotiate the connection between two 

components. The actual communication taking place between the components will use ephemeral ports in the 

dynamic port ranges of the respective servers2. All specified ports must be open in both directions. 

 
2 Beginning with Windows Server 2008, the default dynamic port range of Windows Server is 49152 through 
65535.Please see Microsoft’s Knowledge Base (http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929851) for more details. 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929851
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TCP Ports Employed by the Various Components: 
 

Source Component Destination Component Port 
Distributed Processing 
Manager 

Case/Evidence/Job Storage 445 

Distributed Processing 
Engine 

Case/Evidence/Job Storage 445 

FTK Central Service Case/Evidence/Job Storage 445 
Site Server Network Share Endpoints 445 
Site Server On-Network Agents 39993 
End Users FTK Central Service 44433 
FTK Central Service Collab 19876 
Distributed Processing 
Engine 

Distributed Processing Manager 34096 

FTK Central Service Distributed Processing Manager 34096 
Distributed Processing 
Manager 

Distributed Processing Engine 34097 

FTK Central Service Root Site Server 543213 
Child Site Server Parent Site Server 545453 
Parent Site Server Child Site Server 545453 
Public Agents Public Site Server 545453 
Distributed Processing 
Manager 

MSSQL 1433, MSDTC4 

Distributed Processing 
Engine 

MSSQL 1433, MSDTC4 

FTK Central Service MSSQL 1433, MSDTC4 
FTK Central Service Cloud Connectors Various 

 
  

 
3 Beginning with Windows Server 2008, the default dynamic port range of Windows Server is 49152 through 
65535.Please see Microsoft’s Knowledge Base (http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929851) for more details. 
4 You may need to manually set exceptions for ports 135 (DTC) and 1024-65535 (DCOM) if allowing MSDTC by 
application doesn't work.  You can restrict the firewall rules to just the involved server's IPs. 

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/929851
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1.5 General Software Requirements 
 

Exterro FTK Central has been designed to leverage Microsoft server technologies. The following table contains the 

software prerequisites for each of the components with such requirements.  

 

 
Note:  Any runtime libraries and dependencies will be installed during component installations.  

 

 
Software Requirements: 
 

 
Source Component 
 

Destination Component 

Web UI 
Microsoft Windows Server 2016 or 2019 
Microsoft SQL Server 2016 or 2017 or 2019 
Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator 

Application Services 
Microsoft Windows Server 2016 & 2019 
Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator 
Microsoft Outlook 32-bit 

Processing Engine 
Microsoft Windows Server 2016 or 2019 
Microsoft SQL Server 2016 or 2017 or 2019 
Microsoft Distributed Transaction Coordinator 

SQL Database 
Microsoft Windows Server 2016 or 2019 
Microsoft SQL Server 2016 or 2017 or 2019 

End-User Computers 

HTML5-based Browser 
 Google Chrome 
 Mozilla Firefox 
 Microsoft Edge 
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1.6 Appendix 

1.6.1 Appendix A: Sample Environments: 
 

The section below contains a series of hypothetical hardware configurations that illustrate some of the more 

common methods used to implement Exterro FTK Central. 

 

Note:  These examples are for demonstrative purposes only and should not be solely relied upon as 

they may not be appropriate for your environment. 
 

1.6.1.1 Single Server Install: 
Component Basic Recommended 

Single Server Install 
Processor 8 Physical Cores – 16 Threads 24 Physical Cores – 48 Threads 
Memory 16GB Ram 96GB RAM  

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
ADTemp  
TempDB  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  
TempDB  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft Server 
2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D16_v3 
AWS: c5d.4xlarge 

 

1.6.1.2 Distributed Install: 
Component Basic Recommended 

Distributed Install – App, Distributed Processing Manager (DPM) 
8 Physical Cores – 16 Threads 24 Physical Cores – 48 Threads 
16GB Ram 96GB RAM  
OS/Apps  
ADTemp  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft Server 
2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
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USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Azure: Standard_D16_v3 
AWS: c5d.4xlarge 

Distributed Install – Database 

Processor 4 Physical Cores – 8 Threads 
The number of cores needed is calculated 
by 25%-50% of the total physical cores of all 
DPEs. 

Memory 4GB/thread 4GB/thread 

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
Database  
TempDB  

OS/Apps  
Database  
TempDB  

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D8_v3 
AWS: r5.2xlarge 

Distributed Install – Distributed Processing Engine (DPE) 
Processor 4 Physical Cores – 8 Threads 16 Physical Cores – 32 Threads 
Memory 16GB Ram  64GB RAM  
Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  

OS/Apps  
ADTemp  

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D8_v3 
AWS: r5.2xlarge 

Distributed Install – Public/Private Site Server 
Processor 4 Physical Cores – 4/8 Threads 4 Physical Cores - 8 Threads 
Memory 8GB Ram  16GB RAM  

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
SS Storage 
ADTemp 

OS/Apps  
SS Storage  
ADTemp 

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_DS3_v2 
AWS: c5.large 
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1.6.1.3 Scalable Server Install: 
An environment can be utilized to ensure processing can be distributed amongst multiple servers to stop 
bottlenecks resulting in efficiency and reliability issues. Scalable environments can increase efficiency and reliability 
with its distributed processing but adds availability with its configurable Master/Slave servers. Slaves can be 
configured to handle specific processes and can be added to an environment as and when requirements increase.  
 
Furthermore, software/hardware load balancers can be incorporated within a scalable environment to ensure 
traffic from end users is routed efficiently and reliably to ensure availability of the application while maximizing 
concurrent users. 

 
Component Basic Recommended 

Scalable Install – App, Distributed Processing Manager (DPM), Exterro Service (Job Worker - 
Master) 

Processor 8 Physical Cores – 16 Threads 24 Physical Cores – 48 Threads 
Memory 16GB Ram 96GB RAM  

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
ADTemp  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 
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OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft Server 
2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D16_v3 
AWS: c5d.4xlarge 

Scalable Install – App, Exterro Service (Job Worker – Master serving UI WEB) 
Processor 8 Physical Cores – 16 Threads 24 Physical Cores – 48 Threads 
Memory 16GB Ram 96GB RAM  

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
ADTemp  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  
Evidence – ⪅3000 IOPS 
Case Data – ⪅7000 IOPS 

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft Server 
2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D16_v3 
AWS: c5d.4xlarge 

 

Scalable Install – Database 

Processor 4 Physical Cores – 8 Threads 
The number of cores needed is calculated 
by 25%-50% of the total physical cores of all 
DPEs. 

Memory 4GB/thread 4GB/thread 

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
Database  
TempDB  

OS/Apps  
Database  
TempDB  

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D8_v3 
AWS: r5.2xlarge 

Distributed Install – Distributed Processing Engine (DPE), Exterro Service (Job Worker - Slave) 
Processor 4 Physical Cores – 8 Threads 16 Physical Cores – 32 Threads 
Memory 16GB Ram  64GB RAM  
Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
ADTemp  

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 
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Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D8_v3 
AWS: r5.2xlarge 

Scalable Install – Distributed Processing Engine (DPE) & Exterro Service (Job Worker - Slave) 
Processor 8 Physical Cores – 16 Threads 24 Physical Cores – 48 Threads 
Memory 16GB Ram 96GB RAM  
Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
ADTemp  

OS/Apps 
ADTemp  

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_D16_v3 
AWS: c5d.4xlarge 

 

Scalable Install – Public/Private Site Server 
Processor 4 Physical Cores – 4/8 Threads 4 Physical Cores - 8 Threads 
Memory 8GB Ram  16GB RAM  

Storage 
Drives 

OS/Apps  
SS Storage 
ADTemp 

OS/Apps  
SS Storage  
ADTemp 

OS 
Windows 10 64-bit or Microsoft 
Server 2016 or 2019. 

Microsoft Server 2016 or 2019. 

Network 1Gbit NIC 10Gbit NIC 
Other USB interface for license dongle unless using soft dongle. 
Cloud 
Alternative 

Azure: Standard_DS3_v2 
AWS: c5.large 
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